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Proceedings

This multi-stakeholder workshop took place in Torino, Italy on 1-2 October 2019. The
workshop put the focus on ODD, costs and benefits of highly automated driving. On
Day 1 the workshop discussed the Operational Design Domains, their evolution path
and the role they can play in type approval and certification. On Day 2 the workshop
examined and discussed the costs and benefits of highly automated driving based
upon existing research and projects.
The workshop welcomed everyone involved in shaping innovation in the automated
driving. Overall, the Workshop attracted in all 37 participants with 15 from industry and
the private sector, 17 from public sector and road operators, and 5 representing
academia and research.
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Day 2 October 2, 2019
Opening of the second day by Johnny Svedlund
3. Workshop: Exploring and scoring benefits and costs
Explanation of the Excel tool by Vish, impacts value – 10 to +10 and weight from 0 to 100, for road
operators and others – for different scenarios. Same for the costs, taken from previous work.
Parallel sessions per use case group, same as Day 1. The difference being in these sessions the
participants worked with Impacts (Score and Weights for impacts), and costs (Score of costs for
Road operators, Weight of costs for Road operators and Score for Others)
Use case group
Automated Passenger Cars
Automated Freight Vehicles
Urban Mobility Vehicles

Moderator
Vish
Magnus
Merja

Rapporteur
Maarten
Johnny
Ian

a. Notes from Automated Passenger Cars (Highway Autopilot Level 4)
Detailed comments for Impacts and costs are mentioned below in the picture while some of the
highlighted comments are:
 While weighting the impacts, five of the most significant impacts were chosen to give them
relatively higher weight. These impacts were Traffic safety, Climate/Emissions/Biodiversity,
Capacity (Road), Demand for/effort needed for road maintenance and Effort needed for
traffic management.
 While weighting the costs for Road operators, two of the most significant costs were chosen
to give them relatively higher weight. These costs were Cost of rebuilding existing
infrastructure and Maintenance cost for physical infrastructure with Cost for security getting
a high weight as well.
 Costs like security and investment cost for digital infrastructure was discussed to be shared
between the road authority and OEM/Tech or service provider.
 From the weighted scores for impacts, Capacity (Road) was found to be most significant
with a negative impact while Traffic safety was found to be most significant with a positive
impact.
 For the weighted score of costs for Road operators, it was seen that Costs for Security
corresponds for most significant costs with increased/new costs. On the other hand, costs
of accidents were found to decrease given the handling of accidents time and insurance
process for Highway Autopilot (Level 4).
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Fig 2. Impacts for Highway autopilot (Level 4)

Fig 3. Costs for Highway autopilot (Level 4)
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Fig 4. Weighted scores for impacts and costs for Highway autopilot (Level 4)

b. Notes from Automated Freight Vehicles (Freight Hub to Hub)
Detailed comments for Impacts and costs are mentioned below in the picture while some of the
highlighted comments are:
 Upon discussion it was realised that there were huge differences between countries and
road operators, figures shown represent numbers for Sweden.
 While weighting the impacts, Congestion, traffic safety, climate/emissions/biodiversity were
given the highest weight being more significant to RO. Road/highway volume, Cyber
security and construction were added to the list of impacts.
 Mobility of goods with the presence of automated freight vehicles will make roads more
attractive which will then make them compete with railway and other modes.
 Cyber security which is not an issue today will be of importance in the future.
 Discussion were held about new service providers such as amazon and their status. What
is the future of trucking? There will be some governance since the driver is not there. But
who will take that cost, were some questions raised?
 Cost of security was discussed to get higher, but it is unclear who will bear the costs.
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Fig 5. Impacts for automated freight vehicles (Level 4)

c. Urban Mobility Vehicles:
The group on Urban Mobility vehicles had from 4 to 7 participants. The group decided to focus on
two specific use cases: Automated shuttles on dedicated lanes and Robot taxis in mixed traffic.
These two cases were regarded as provided interesting differences for analysis.
The group found the cost items to miss important elements and the following ones were added to
the list:
 capital costs for fleet management centres
 operations cost for fleet management centres
 operations costs for traffic management centres
 costs for av systems in vehicles
 personnel for fleet operations
Impacts
The group decided to colour the impacts, which are interrelated. Traffic safety and climate-related
impacts were given the highest weights.
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Impacts

-10

+10

Score

Weight* (Total=100)

Congestion

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-2

7

Traffic safety

Worsened a lot

Much improved

0

20

Social equality

Worsened a lot

Much improved

2

3

Capacity

Reduced a lot

Increased a lot

-4

6

Much improved
possibillities
Much improved
possibillities

-5

9

Possibillities for traffic
management

(a lot) Reduced
possibilliteis
(a lot) Reduced
possibilliteis

-5

9

Smoother traffic flow

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-2

7

Climate/Emissions/Biodiversity

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-1

18

Noise

Worsened a lot

Much improved

1

2

Health (Active travel)

Worsened a lot

Much improved

1

5

Reliability & simplicity

Worsened a lot

Much improved

1

3

Mobility/affordable mobility

Less affordable

More affordable

1

3

Mobility for all (elderly, people with
disabilities etc.)

Worsened a lot

Much improved

1

3

Space for parking

More space needed

Less space needed

1

2

3

3

-1

0

Possibillities for road maintanance

Public transport
Employment for society as a whole

Worsened conditions Improved conditions for
for PT
PT
Worsened a lot

Much improved

Fig 6. Impacts for automated PRT shuttles in dedicated lanes (Level 4)
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Robot taxis in mixed traffic
Impacts

-10

+10

Score

Weight* (Total=100)

Congestion

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-5

7

Traffic safety

Worsened a lot

Much improved

4

20

Social equality

Worsened a lot

Much improved

5

3

Capacity

Reduced a lot

Increased a lot

-4

6

Much improved
possibillities
Much improved
possibillities

-5

9

Possibillities for traffic
management

(a lot) Reduced
possibilliteis
(a lot) Reduced
possibilliteis

1

9

Smoother traffic flow

Worsened a lot

Much improved

2

7

Climate/Emissions/Biodiversity

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-1

18

Noise

Worsened a lot

Much improved

1

2

Health (Active travel)

Worsened a lot

Much improved

-3

5

Reliability & simplicity

Worsened a lot

Much improved

7

3

Mobility/affordable mobility

Less affordable

More affordable

4

3

Mobility for all (elderly, people with
disabilities etc.)

Worsened a lot

Much improved

4

3

Space for parking

More space needed

Less space needed

5

2

-3

3

-2

0

Total

100

Possibillities for road maintanance

Public transport
Employment for society as a whole

Worsened conditions Improved conditions for
for PT
PT
Worsened a lot

Much improved

Fig 7. Impacts for tobot taxis in mixed traffic (Level 4)

Costs
For costs, the group decided to give highest weights to the cost items, which play the largest roles
in the road operator budgets. the selected high weight cost items were:








costs for new production of infrastructure
costs for rebuilding existing infrastructure
investment costs for digital infrastructure
maintanance cost for physical infrastructure
maintenance costs for legacy systems
maintenance costs for digital infrastructure
operations costs for traffic management centers
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Use case: Shutles in Dedicated Lanes
Costs

-10

+10

Score for Road Weight of cost* for
Score for Others
Operators
Road Operators (=100)

Comment (i.e. is cost shifted between
stakeholders?)

Costs for enforcement

0

2

4

Costs for security

3

4

2

Costs for new production of
infrastructure

4

15

6

15

8

10

Maintanance cost for
physical infrastructure

4

15

Maintanance costs for legacy
systems

-2

10

6

11

8

Capital Costs for Fleet
Management Centers

4

4

4

maintenance fleet activities are often managed
by the road operators

Operations Cost for Fleet
Management Centers

4

4

4

maintenance fleet activities are often managed
by the road operators

Operations Costs for Traffic
Management Centers

2

10

Costs for AV systems in
vehcles

0

0

8

Cost for AV systems are born by the fleet
operators

-1

0

-10

Total

100

Costs for rebuilding existing
infrastructure
Investment costs for digital
infrastructure

Maintanance costs for digital
infrastructure

Personnel for fleet
operations

Reduced a
lot

Increased a
lot

Increased
enforcement
requirements
by police
Police
must
respond to passenger
security
concerns (e.g. pysical threats or unattended
baggage) in un-manned vehicles
Depends on whether the dedicated lanes are
new construction or use of exisitng dedicated
lanes

6

Private operators will also need to develop
some digital infrastructure
Roadway operators are anticipating that OEMs
will fulfill their oroginal predictions that the
sensor technology will eliminate

Private operators will also need to maintain
some digital infrastructure

One primary argument for AVs is that they will
reduce the personnel costs of the fleet, but this
savings is born by the flet operaator, rather than
the road operator

Fig 8. Costs for automated PRT shuttles in dedicated lanes (Level 4)
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Use case: Robotaxis in Mixed Traffic
Costs

-10

+10

Score for Road Weight of cost* for
Score for Others
Operators
Road Operators (=100)

Comment (i.e. is cost shifted between
stakeholders?)

Costs for enforcement

0

2

-4

Costs for security

3

4

2

Costs for new production of
infrastructure

2

15

Costs for rebuilding existing
infrastructure

3

15

Investment costs for digital
infrastructure

8

10

Maintanance cost for
physical infrastructure

4

15

-2

10

6

11

8

Capital Costs for Fleet
Management Centers

4

4

4

maintenance fleet activities are often managed
by the road operators

Operations Cost for Fleet
Management Centers

4

4

4

maintenance fleet activities are often managed
by the road operators

Operations Costs for Traffic
Management Centers

2

10

Costs for AV systems in
vehcles

0

0

5

-1

0

-10

Cost for AV systems are born by the fleet
operators or car owners
One primary argument for AVs is that they will
reduce the personnel costs of the fleet, but this
savings is born by the flet operaator, rather than
the road operator

Total

100

Maintanance costs for legacy
systems
Reduced a
lot
Maintanance costs for digital
infrastructure

Personnel for fleet
operations

Increased a
lot

reduced
enforcement
by police
Police must
respond torequirements
passenger security
concerns (e.g. pysical threats or unattended
baggage) in un-manned vehicles
Pick-up/drop-off bays are required for robo-taxi
operations in urban areas. Inclement weather
parking areas are requried on highways

6

Private operators will also need to develop
some digital infrastructure
Roadway operators are anticipating that OEMs
will fulfill their oroginal predictions that the
sensor technology will eliminate

Private operators will also need to maintain
some digital infrastructure

Fig 9. Costs for tobot taxis in mixed traffic (Level 4)

4. Feedback and discussion
Short presentations of the groups
Merja, Urban Mobility Vehicles: two use cases, shuttles on dedicated roads, robotaxis in mixed
traffic. The costs for shuttles obviously depends if there is remote operation and no driver in the
bus. Only four people in the group. Operational costs quite important.
Magnus, Automated Freight Vehicles: discussed a lot on impacts, a lot of dependencies, use case
is hub to hub freight. Only made this use case. Discussion if the vehicles travel at the same speed
than other vehicles. Electric or not? Big discussions on weights. The discussion was more
interesting than the result. Costs: Dedicated lanes would of course increase cost. Discussion on
the business models. A question is if road operators are competent to discuss this. In all 9 people.
Maarten and Vish, Automated Passenger Cars: Biggest group 12 people. Discussion also more
valuable than result. Good methodology. Combined some attributes to the weight. Had to have a
lot of assumptions. Use case Highway Autopilot. The weight of the costs was difficult to estimate.
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Could be that if there is a high cost for road operators it should be avoided. Roadside Units: Are
they digital or physical infrastructure.
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